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Link to the
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Disproof

Reported by

ENG, CZE

The current Bulgarian prime minister Boiko
Borissov is connected with mafia bosses
and he is the head of the mafia cartel SIC.
He helped CIA get drugs to Libya and now
Bulgaria continues with illegal activities by
providing weapons and drugs to Al-Qaeda
and Daesh.

RUS, UKR

Coca-Cola recognized Crimea as Russian
territory. Coca-Cola apologized to the
Russians for the publication of a a wrong
map of the country, attached to the New
Year's greetings, which the company has
http://bit.ly/1ZtNuVi
posted on its page in the "VKontakte"
(Komsomolskaya Pravda)
website. In addition, the corporation issued a
new, revised map, where Kaliningrad, the
Kuril Islands and Crimea were identified as
Russian territory.

Coca-Cola never issued a map of Russia with
the inclusion of a Crimea as a Russian territory.
This was done by one of the advertising
agencies in the social network “VKontakte”
without informing, discussing or approval
with/of Coca-Cola. Despite the fact that CocaPavel Spirin, former journalist
Cola had no responsibility for that publication,
on the following day, 01.06.2106, the company
apologized. Ukrainian representation of the
company also did it. Russian newspaper
maintained silence on that fact:
http://reut.rs/1RudjoT

06.01.2015

RUS

Lviv university: Students using Russian
social networks were forbidden to do the
exams.

http://bit.ly/1n2avmy //
http://bit.ly/1PdsZ9Q

The lecturer himself told that in accordance
with Ukrainian laws he would continue to
deliver the lectures to his students no matter
what social networks they use:
http://bit.ly/1KfLQQ6

Source from East StratCom
network

06.01.2016

RUS

European citizens long for living in Russia.

http://bit.ly/1Ok4uug
(nashpoz.ru)

Main argument for this claim is "a friend told
me". No poll supporting this claim.

Andrii Lavreniuk,
UKRINFORM’s Staff
Correspondent in Belgium

ENG, CZE

Russian Security Council report warns of
downfall of the US and Saudi Arabia in
2016 caused by protest by local residents
against the huge corruption.

http://bit.ly/1JbQsMp
(whatdoesitmean.com) //
The report of the Russian Security Council
http://bit.ly/1ZvetQy (orgocannot be
net.blogspot.cz) //
tracked.
http://bit.ly/1NfirWq
(svetkolemnas.info)

04.-12.01.2016

05.01.2016

07.-09.01.2016

http://bit.ly/1OyKjqf
(voltairenet.org) //
http://bit.ly/1U4nyy7
(nwoo.org) //
http://bit.ly/1Oqe7HU
(svetkolemnas.info)

Bulgarian prime minister was indeed accused
with connections to organized crime and
corruption. // As for other claims: No evidence
European Values Think-Tank
given that CIA would smuggle drugs into Libya,
no evidence about Bulgaria selling guns to ALQaeda or the Islamic State.

European Values Think-Tank
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CZE

Leaked email correspondence of Czech
Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka shows
how the heads of governments manipulate
the public during the migration apocalypse,
which aims at deliberate destruction of
national states and totalitarian rule of
Brussels oligarchy directed from Berlin. The
emails prove that national TV makes fairy
tales for children based on theses of the
PM's advisers and the NWO's interests.

http://bit.ly/1ZvfQyD
(svetkolemnas.info) //
http://bit.ly/1PAS2nz
(protiproud.parlamentnilis
ty.cz) //
The leaked correspondence does not prove
http://bit.ly/1OrsH1F
any of these claims.
(aeronet.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1OrsHyH
(czechfreepress.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1RONkJm
(aeronet.cz)

European Values Think-Tank

08.-09.01.2016

CZE

This Week's Trend: German government
buys Czech prostitutes to satisfy the needs
of young refugees. The prostitutes then
spread refugees' sexual diseases among
the Czechs. It is probably a revenge by
German government and Angela Merkel for
the Czech government's unwillingness to
accept refugees.

http://bit.ly/1PzAPuM
(prvopodstata.com) //
http://bit.ly/1OyRcaZ
(svetkolemnas.info)

No evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

08.01.2016

RUS, UKR

Ukrainians are feverishly buying Russian
products before the trade embargo begins.

http://bit.ly/1Q8as3O
(antifashist.com)

No evidence for this.

Andrii Lavreniuk,
UKRINFORM’s Staff
Correspondent in Belgium

CZE

Yuri Andropov created a secret plan called
Golgotha in 1983. Its aim is to convince the
Soviet population that the idea of socialism
is the only way for human kind. The whole
http://bit.ly/1NfjgOZ
plan is planned for 30 years. The rebirth of (aeronet.cz)
the socialist society will happen during the
governance of Vladimir Putin. This theory is
supported by a prophecy in the Bible.

No evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

All pictures are from one VKontakte profile
(http://vk.com/schurenberg), they have been
used widely by the pro-Kremlin media during
the past week. The profile seems very
untrustworthy, no proofs it is a real soldier.

European Values Think-Tank

07.-13.01.2016

08.01.2016

09.-11.01.2016

RUS, CZE

Proofs of nazism popularity in Ukraine VKontakte pictures.

http://bit.ly/1KkTGrV
(cont.ws) //
http://bit.ly/1nbm6zN
(nwoo.org)
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09.-11.01.2016

09.01.2016

10.-11.01.2016

10.-11.01.2016

ENG, CZE

The Russian ministry of defence announced
in a report that the commanders of German
air forces were in a complete shock after a
common mission with Russian air forces
over Levanta war zone. This mission proved
beyond all doubt that the US cooperate with
ISIS on massive stealing of Syrian and Iraqi
oil. German forces were able to witness
12 000 ISIS oil barrels and trucks crossing
the Turkish-Iraqi border with full protection of
the US and Turkey. The report says that
there is more and more evidence coming up
about Germany being blackmailed by the
US, which is why it cannot say anything
publically. The author demonstrates the
blackmail on the fact that the US absurdly
accused Germany of installing a defective
software into their diesel cars to deceive
machines measuring emissions.

ITA

NATO provoked Russia during the Ukrainian
crisis. NATO member states are politically
dependent on the United States, EU
member states should leave NATO in order http://bit.ly/1n51kBk
to assume a neutral position between the
(linkiesta.it)
United States and Russia - former
Ambassador of Italy to the USSR Sergio
Romano.

ENG, CZE

This Week's Trend: Political establishment
prosecutes PEGIDA leader Lutz Bachman
for wearing a t-shirt with the text
„Rapefugees Not Welcome“.

CZE

http://bit.ly/1OyPI0B (orgoThis Week's Trend: The events in Cologne
net.blogspot.cz) //
No evidence given.
were staged by members of secret services
http://bit.ly/1nrJVmV
and their “Muslim” allies.
(svetkolemnas.info)

http://bit.ly/1Sq6l4s
(whatdoesitmean.com) //
http://bit.ly/1nbqnDx
(czechfreepress.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1Wm74mv
(orgo-net.blogspot.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1OYWznD
(svetkolemnas.info)

http://bit.ly/2083O06
(breitbart.com) //
http://bit.ly/1UZt6KC
(nwoo.org) //
http://bit.ly/1ZEJCX4
(ac24.cz)

The report claimed does not exist. // The US
did not accuse German government of
installing a defective software. US agency
dealing with the protection of the environment European Values Think-Tank
accused a German company Volkswagen
which already confessed: http://bbc.in/1lkKpcB
// For further claims: No evidence given.

Sergio Romano repeats older disinformation
with no supporting evidence given.

Matteo Cazzulani, freelance
journalist

The lawsuit was filed by Jürgen Kasek, who is
a member of an opposition party and does not
European Values Think-Tank
even belong among its highest representatives he is no "political establishment".

European Values Think-Tank
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10.01.2016

CZE

During the year 2015 the Syrian Arab Army
fought against thousands of terrorists
supported by USA, Turkey, Saudi Arabia,
Jordan and Israel. The SAA was not very
successful until Russia intervened and the
terrorists started to retreat. With Russia's
help the terrorists in Syria will be defeated
this year.

http://bit.ly/1UZrssd
(nwoo.org)

No evidence indicating cooperation between
USA, Jordan and Israel with terrorists. No
evidence proving a direct link of the
governments of Turkey and Saudi Arabia with
the terrorists.

http://bit.ly/1QfuCZE
("Vesti" @ Youtube,
00:03:54)

During the "Night of the long knives" there were
over a thousand people killed. During the
"Kristallnacht", which marked the beginning of
the Holocaust, there were 2500 people killed,
according to some estimates. Both events were
organized by Hitler. In Cologne, nobody was
Pavel Spirin, former journalist
killed, the authorities are investigating. The
Town Police Chief is dismissed. An army of
investigators are interviewing the witnesses
and victims of crimes find and arrest the
criminals.

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

RUS

The dramatic events in Cologne are in the
same row with the historic tragedies of
"Night of the Long Knives" in 1934 and
"Kristallnacht" in 1938.

RUS, CZE

The Ukrainian government takes revenge on
people who move from Ukraine to Russia.
Those people are bullied by unnecessary
rules to change their citizenship. They have
to pay a lot of money to Ukraine for the
change of citizenship.

http://bit.ly/1OqdcHh
(politikus.ru) //
http://bit.ly/1RNL5Gj
(nwoo.org)

There is nothing too unusual about Ukrainian
rules for changing citizenship. Ukrainian
citizens cannot have dual citizenship which
means that when they get Russian citizenship
before cancelling their Ukrainian citizenship
they have to pay fines:
http://1.usa.gov/1P8ZjRm

CZE

This Week's Trend: The CIA paid a group
of people to pretend to be Muslim sex
offenders in Cologne during New Year’s
Eve. The action was paid in heroin with
taxpayers' money.

http://bit.ly/1ROLZSW
(orgo-net.blogspot.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1Rvq6Yg
(svetkolemnas.info)

No evidence given.

11.01.2016

RUS, UKR

President Petro Poroshenko announced he
is the reincarnation of Ivan Mazepa
(Cossack Hetman who died in 1709) and
Stepan Bandera (controversial Ukrainian
political activist who died in 1959).

http://bit.ly/1KfAnA6
(oppps.ru) //
http://bit.ly/1OkkkF6
(livekuban.ru)

The story is clearly a fake - which was
ackonwledged later even by Vladimir Solovyov, Alexey Kovalev,
a popular TV-anchor and pro-Kremlin
noodleremover.news //
mouthpiece, who promoted the story earlier:
StopFake.org
http://bit.ly/202lwCg // http://bit.ly/1OA3j7K

11.01.2016

ENG, RUS

Last Week's Trend: President Obama said
http://bit.ly/1mYu2DQ
in an interview for CNN that Ukraine is a
country ruled by idiots.

10.01.2016

11.-12.01.2016

11.-14.01.2016

Repeating disinformation debunked in October Dmytro Spivak,
2015: http://bit.ly/1US4kMo // Also see
Dragomanov's National
Disinformation Review, issue from 28.10.2015 Pedagogical University
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According to international law, The
Autonomous Republic of Crimea is part of
Ukraine. By military occupying Crimea, the
Russian Federation violated several
international agreements that recognize the
inviolability of Ukraine's borders, the 1994
Memorandum of Budapest inter alias.
Moreover, no world state has officially
recognized Russian annexation of Crimea.

Matteo Cazzulani, freelance
journalist

The video proves directly the opposite, if
anything at all.

European Values Think-Tank

ITA

Crimea as part of Russia - director of Limes
http://bit.ly/1WkP1ND
magazine explains why is it correct to
(limesonline.com)
include Crimea in Russian territory.

ENG, CZE

This Week's Trend: Video from PEGIDA
march clearly shows that the fire crackers
were not thrown by the protesters but by
agent provocateurs disguised as journalists.

HUN, RUS

The Ukrainian security forces have captured
eight locations situated in the buffer zone
set out by the Minsk agreements for the
http://bit.ly/1P2PMLt //
purpose of carrying out provocations –
http://bit.ly/1KfFcJQ
reported the Vice-Commander of the DPR's
Army Eduard Basurin.

The report is not verified by independent
sources; in addition it fails to mention similar
actions by the separatists. International
observers have observed recent military activity
Political Capital Institute
in the zone by both Ukrainian troops and proRussian rebels, which they say undermines the
prospects for peace in the region.
bit.ly/1ORpvhm

12.01.2016

CZE

This Week's Trend: Germany has
established a cooperation with Facebook,
Google and Twitter which will search for
hate speech on the social networks and
delete them. Germany has planned the
abolition of freedom of speech long in
advance, and the current migrant crisis is
just an excuse for that. Criticism of illegal
migrants will now be punished by jail.
People won't be able to defend their
daughters from being raped by immigrant
without risking going to jail.

http://bit.ly/1OYZQDk
(aeronet.cz)

The prohibition of hate speech is not in conflict
with principles of freedom of speech. The
offenders convicted of hate speech will mostly
European Values Think-Tank
be only required to pay a fine, the
worst offenders will get probation:
http://wapo.st/1RP1mdT

12.01.2016

RUS, UKR

Cutthroat Nazism: how Ukrainians were
taught to hate Russians

http://bit.ly/1n66SLL (TV
Zvezda)

The people on the picture are no "Ukrainian
nazis", but Russian ultranationalists:
http://bit.ly/1KlV6m0

11.01.2016

12.-13.01.2016

12.01.2016

http://bit.ly/1U4uf3b
(breitbart.com) //
http://bit.ly/1nbuhMs
(ac24.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1Pzyn7v
(nwoo.org)

StopFake.org
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13.-14.01.2016

13.01.2016

14.01.2016

14.01.2016

RUS, CZE

President Poroshenko ruins Ukrainian
children and turns them into nazis, his plans
for educational reforms will lead to
destruction of Ukrainian nation. People will
get lower quality education so that they
would not understand the disaster they are
in. Young people are convinced that
everything bad comes from communism, but
Nazism is fine. Future generations of
Ukrainians will become Nazis and
Russophobes.

RUS

http://bit.ly/1nc7Kzl
Vice-president of the European Commission
(lenta.ru) //
Kristalina Georgieva said EU will revise the
http://bit.ly/1lljBJk
sanctions against Russia.
(tvrain.ru)

Vice-president Georgieva did not say that, see
the video at TV Rain site. // The EU position
Sergei Sydorenko, journalist
towards the sanctions remains the same:
for Evropeiska pravda
http://bit.ly/1Q7OX11

HUN

This Week's Trend: German Chancellor
Angela Merkel is close to be forced to leave
http://bit.ly/1PdCxld
her office after a harsh faction meeting
between the CSU and the CDU.

No evidence given.

Political Capital Institute

CZE

This Week's Trend: The only way to stop
the wave of refugees is to depose the
government of
president Erdogan in Turkey. Turkey
cooperates with the Islamic State on a
common project of islamisation of Europe.
There is no political interest in the EU to
stop the migrants because political elites
want a multicultural Europe which will
destroy western civilisation and its wasteful
lifestyle. Western civilisation must get poor http://bit.ly/1lkJw41
to keep the planetary resources a bit longer. (aeronet.cz)
In Germany everything went so far that the
police does not intervene and only observes
as the refugees rape women and politicians
are scared of talking about anything in front
of Angela Merkel. She serves the New
World Order. There is only degeneration of
civilisation, industrialisation of children
raising, prohibition of expression,
analphabetisation and control of information
transfers awaiting for us now.

Turkey and EU struck a deal to limit the
refugee flow: http://bbc.in/1nrHbpm // German
police did intervene during the New Year's
riots: http://bbc.in/1P8XWSN // For further
claims: no evidence given.

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1OyIM3q
(novorus.info) //
http://bit.ly/1U4l5Ut
(nwoo.org)

Ultranationalism in Ukraine is marginal in
public political opinion, recent elections provide
European Values Think-Tank
evidence to this. // For further claims, no
evidence given.
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16.01.2016

RUS

This Week's Trend: A Russian girl was
raped in Berlin by migrants.

http://bit.ly/1RZfsri (Pervyi
Kanal) //
http://bit.ly/1RZGvmB
(vesti.ru) //
http://bit.ly/1RvrkTe (TV Berlin police denied this information:
http://bit.ly/1Q8DMW4 // http://bit.ly/1OA1GqP
Zvezda) //
http://bit.ly/1PkWzKs
(ntv.ru) //
http://bit.ly/1KlUpZT (Ren
TV)

17.01.2016

RUS

Last Week's Trend: Western media:
Kremlin's counter-sanctions will cast the
West down to serious recession.

http://bit.ly/1RO53kc (RT) AgoraVox is a blogging site, it is no media. The
Alexey Kovalev,
// http://bit.ly/1ncafBH
author of this particular blog is anonymous. No
noodleremover.news
(ren.tv)
evidence given.

17.01.2016

RUS, UKR

Polish mercenaries in Ukrainian army.

http://bit.ly/1SrbWrt
(lenta.ru)

No evidence given.

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com
// Igor Solovey, journalist,
expert of "Агентство
международных
исследований" (АМИ)

Igor Solovey, journalist,
expert of "Агентство
международных
исследований" (АМИ)
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